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Creativity 

Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity is characterized 

by the ability to perceive the world in new ways, finding hidden patterns, making connections 

between seemingly unrelated phenomena, and generating solutions. 

Innovation 

Innovation is the creation, development and implementation of a new product, process or 

service, with the aim of improving efficiency, effectiveness or competitive advantage. 

Innovation is also the successful exploitation of new ideas. 

~ Dictionary.com 

 

                                                                 



The MacArthur Studies on Successful Aging tell us a great deal about what it takes 

to be productive, creative and innovative in old age.  Three factors stand out as 

promoting later-life productivity: health and overall ability to function; 

participation in friendship and other social relations; and personal characteristics, 

such as being better educated and believing in one’s ability to handle what life has 

to offer. (Successful Aging, Rowe, John W., M.D. and Kahn, Robert L., Ph.D.; 

1998). 

Recreation/Activity Professionals serve on the front lines with regards to the 

above-mentioned factors of Successful Aging.  And still, there remains the old and 

outdated perception of many persons, inside and outside of healthcare, that the 

Activity Department is the only department where creativity and innovation lives.  

You can hear it now; “These are the people that provide the games, parties, and 

spiritual events for our loved ones.”  As we already know, we do all these things 

and more!  And, hopefully, our team members and other healthcare professionals 

know this to be true!  Indeed, Recreation/Activity Professionals have the distinct 

honor of enriching lives of the individuals they serve each and every day through 

the orchestration and implementation of enhanced quality events.  Creativity and 

innovation are visible and alive in multiple ways throughout our healthcare 

communities.   



F Tags 656 and 679 elaborate that purposeful, meaningful and person-centered 

programs (Quality of Life) are equally important as a resident’s medical routines 

and procedures (Quality of Care).  Interpretation = Creativity and Innovation!   

Furthermore, today’s Recreation/Activity Professionals help fellow team members 

recognize that leisure events, specifically adapted to meet the needs and interests of 

each resident, is what truly makes the Activity Department shine!  Undeniably, our 

specific training, education and experience prepares us to work with diverse 

populations in a variety of settings and further promotes the concept of creativity 

and innovation.  All of these things are vitally important to the Recreation/Activity 

Professional’s working toolbox. 

It’s a fact; creativity and innovation continue to be hot topics in today’s healthcare 

world.  It’s easy for any of us to say, “O.K.  I am ready to put into place some 

innovative ideas, strategies and creative programs.”  Nevertheless, are we really 

prepared for letting go of the old and embracing something new?  Fostering our 

residents’ environments with imagination, exploration, acceptable risk and what-ifs 

is a step that we must carefully examine and thoroughly investigate before any 

specific program or leisure event is brought into their world.   

 



“Some researchers were unsatisfied with simply using activity programs to meet 

residents’ needs individually, and instead, devised innovative overall facility 

programs to change the nursing home environment and offer the highest Quality of 

Life.” (Lanza, Susan E.; Essentials for the Activity Professional in Long-Term 

Care; 1997).   

Two such creative and innovative concepts that have proven successful and are 

used extensively throughout the healthcare world include The Eden Alternative and 

the Snoezelen Environment.  In addition, Reminiscence, Life Review, Sensory 

Stimulation, Humor, and Touch/Therapeutic Touch have all been categorized as 

creative/innovative concepts.  And, the list continues to grow each and every year!  

According to Lanza, “Working with different resident settings can be challenging.  

Activity analysis and program adaptation are useful tools in program 

implementation.  Using available therapies and treatment modalities to integrate 

into program planning is vital to offer the most options possible to residents.”  

Furthermore, Henderson cites, “Creativity and innovation consist largely of 

rearranging what we know in order to find out what we do not know.  Hence, to 

think creatively, we must be able to look afresh at what we normally take for 

granted.” (Theodore Henderson, Forbes Councils Member, May 2017). 



Even the most creative and innovative ‘Activity Minds’ hit walls at one point.  The 

creative juices stop flowing, and it all just comes to a head.  Taking the time 

needed to get away and reignite those internal flames can help us get back into the 

mindset needed, thus coming up with those creative and innovative ideas we are so 

proud of providing to our residents! 

Seven women members of the Young Entrepreneur Council (March 2018) have 

written and published the following ways that one can cultivate creativity and 

innovation after hitting a brick wall.  This author has adapted their concepts and 

writings for today’s Recreation/Activity Professional. 

A). Take A Much Needed Vacation 

When your mind is blocked and unable to find a single ounce of creativity, it's 

often because you are overwhelmed and exhausted.  Therefore, the best thing that 

the Recreation/Activity Professional can do is take a well-deserved break and go 

on a short vacation.  Sometimes, even a simple two-day weekend away can be 

enough to get unplugged and re-ignited.  The old adage habit is the enemy of 

creativity and innovation is so true.  So, take a respite.  Relax your body and 

refresh your mind.  And, hopefully you’ll find that when you come back to work 

wonderful things will start to happen!  

https://yec.co/


 

B). Go To Conferences 

Recreation/Activity Professional Conferences are great resources for recharging 

and inspiration.  It's a place where you can meet like-minded colleagues, hear 

exciting sessions/topics, and network with other leading professionals.  Some great 

options include your local and state workshops/conferences, Pioneer Network, 

Eden Alternative, Alzheimer’s Association, and the National Association of 

Activity Professionals’ Annual Conference. 

C). Read, Read, Read 

If you're feeling stuck, pick up a current book or periodical related to the 

Recreation/Activity field!  Fill some of your spare time reading on hot topics 

getting your creative wheels turning.  Subscribe to Provider, a leading magazine 

and resource for today’s healthcare professionals.  Reading can actually serve as a 

great source of inspiration! 

 



D). Speak To Other Respected Healthcare Professionals 

I've noticed that every time I hit a brick wall or too many wrong things are getting 

in the way, I reach out and speak to other Recreation/Activity Professionals who 

have walked down the path before me and have seen success.  They have creative 

and innovative idea of what success should look like and they are able to direct me 

with their guidance.  

E). Brainstorm with Colleagues 

Collaboration with team members is essential.  Here is a great collaborative 

strategy; whenever someone is stuck on something, send that team member on a 

15-30 minute "brainstorm walk" with at least one other person.  This lets them step 

away, get some fresh air, light exercise, and gets the juices flowing.  It's a great 

middle ground between a refreshing break and thinking critically. 

F. Stay Connected to Healthcare Suppliers/Distributors 

Staying close with today’s healthcare suppliers and distributors keeps you current 

and helps provide important feedback and inspiration.  You get instant feedback 

and can ask lots of questions.  Plus, you might establish great rapport and receive 

some ‘hidden’ discounts!  

 



G). Get A Hobby 

Believe it or not, there are many Recreation/Activity Professionals that don’t have 

a hobby!  If all you are doing is digging into your career deeper and deeper, you 

are not allowing your brain time to rest and recover from all of the creativity and 

innovation!  You must let your brain connect with something else for the sake of 

creativity.  If you are constantly taxing yourself with being an idea machine, you're 

going to get fatigued and your ideas will suffer.  Find something that has 

absolutely nothing to do with work and recharge!  

Creativity and innovation should always be at the forefront of our toolbox as 

Quality of Life Champions.  Embracing different ideas and surrounding yourself 

with team members whose ideas are distinctly different than yours is motivation in 

action!  Working hard, thinking outside the box, researching new ideas, methods 

and strategies will all prove to be worthwhile in the end. 

 

 



Eight Thought-Provoking Quotes for the Recreation/Activity 

Professional’s Creative and Innovative Mind: 

 

“Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to think that what you did 

yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow.” 

~ William Pollard 

“If you want something new, you have to stop doing something old” 

~ Peter F. Drucker 

“An essential aspect of creativity is not being afraid to fail.” 

~ Edwin Land 

“Creativity involves breaking out of established patterns; looking at things in a different way.” 

~ Edward de Bono 

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.” 

~ Steve Jobs 

“Creativity is a habit, and the best creativity is the result of good work habits.” 

~ Twyla Tharp 

“The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination.” 

~ Albert Einstein 

“Do one thing every day that scares you.” 

~ Eleanor Roosevelt 

 

 

 

 


